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In this talk I examine how large-scale land expropriation and commodification in peri-urban China is done and may be challenged on the ground. I use regulatory fiction to describe both a legal and an ideological construct used by the state to legitimize land expropriation and land commodification. Building on an ethnographic study in Yonghe village in peri-urban Guangzhou, I use the sanctuary of the collective to describe the livelihood protection and human vitality (renqi) that are made possible by the use of collectively owned land. The kinds of socioeconomic relationships that have formed around Yonghe are less subordinate to market rules. Between 2008 and 2016, Yonghe villagers struggled over a decision about whether to relocate Yonghe elsewhere in order to escape the long-term pollution in the area. I argue that those moments of debate, negotiation, and struggle most clearly show that regulatory fiction is an ahistorical and power-reinscribing construct of the state.

Please join us for our Rutgers China Lunch Hour Talk. Light lunch will be provided, RSVP required.

Free Workshop for RU Faculty, Staff and student who are interested in Chinese language learning.
Limit seats available, require RSVP via email ciru@global.rutgers.edu Or call 848-932-2490.